Partners in Cybersecurity
How Maximus helps DISA fend off cyber-attacks

“

The Committee is increasingly concerned
with the ability of adversaries to circumvent
and use existing cybersecurity solutions to
gain access to critical systems and data.
House Appropriations Committee
July 15, 2021

To say that cybersecurity is a priority for government leaders is an
understatement. The threat network expands daily as bad actors
launch ever-more sophisticated cyber-attacks that put sensitive
government information at risk. While all public agencies have
prioritized cybersecurity a priority, the issue is an especially urgent
concern for the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) —
particularly for a department within DISA that manages special IT
services for some of the most sensitive communications in our nation.
DISA requires the highest level of cybersecurity protection with
an experienced and effective cyber workforce to enable secure
communication of classified information between government
agencies. For nearly two years, the agency had created a cyber
unit that would satisfy their stringent requirements and secure their
networks. However, with continued staffing challenges, DISA called
on Maximus to help.

Standing up a cyber-threat unit
When DISA called Maximus, the agency struggled to build a comprehensive cyber
cell that would meet its security needs. Being short-staffed was a critical problem;
without 24/7 monitoring, bad actors could potentially hack into the system and put
sensitive information at risk. So, DISA asked Maximus to construct a cyber cell to
prevent threats and ensure risk and compliance across the agency. Not only was
Maximus up to the challenge, but they added a bold promise: they would build the
cell in 45 days.
Within a week of partnering with DISA, Maximus recruited individuals with deep
experience on government cyber teams who could immediately jump into the
project to help secure the network. “As soon as we signed the hiring papers, the
new recruits hit the ground running,” says Joe Kehoe, Maximus Vice President
and DoD Practice Leader. “They immediately started working on problem sets to
support CESO operations.”
After struggling with nearly two years of cyber-staffing challenges, the Maximus
team was fully staffed and operational within 45 days of project launch — as
promised. Today, half the team investigates threats to the network, while the
other half works on compliance and supply-chain risk management for the DISA
organization. The team also scans new software and devices for compliance
and ensures that hardware is up-to-date based on industry best practices. “Our
engineers and operators now provide capabilities that go beyond what the client
even anticipated,” Kehoe reports. “And we do it quickly, efficiently,
and effectively.”
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Standing up a cyber-threat unit
Maximus accomplished more than just hiring a team of experts. They also invested
time, energy, and expertise into teaching the team how to operate and learn
together — and they empowered the team to be visionaries to prepare for the
unknown. “The people we brought on board are passionate about what they do
and excited that they were becoming a part of something new and innovative,”
explains Kehoe. “They knew it would require much work and are excited to
have the opportunity to do it right.” The cell was created from the ground up by
involving new team members in the hiring process to accelerate recruiting and
onboarding new talent.

Ongoing innovation against new threats
Cyber threats evolve every day. For example, on the state and
local government level alone, ransomware attacks cost the country
$18 billion in 2020 and impacted more than 70 million people. But
thanks to Maximus, DISA can now stay on top of threats and keep
the U.S. government’s most classified communications safe. Part of
that safety plan involves the cyber cell’s ongoing efforts to explore
innovations that will keep DISA ahead of the threat curve, with
the unit managing its training on new software, tools, apps, and
automation opportunities. The result? A team that continually learns
and grows together — is constantly iterating to keep DISA and the
American people safe.

To learn more about how Maximus can build your agency a
team of experts to support mission-critical operations, go to
maximus.com/defense
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